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ABSTRACT: 

Genetically Modified crops, also known as GMOs, are genetically altered to contain genes from other plants 
that provide an increase in farm yields by combating insects, weeds, and climate. The most common form of 
GMOs resist herbicides and pesticides that are commonly used in fields which in turn decrease losses. While the 
FDA has deemed GMOs to be safe for consumption, there is a group of consumers who worry that there are   
environmental and health concerns with genetically modified food. They believe that these environmental and 
health concerns are enough to justify labeling food products that contain GM technology or ingredients. I have 
conducted a literature review analyzing the different possibilities in terms of labeling policies that are relevant 
to the U.S. food system. These policies are mandatory labeling and a prohibition of any labeling of food. My 
findings show that a mandatory labeling policy has a possibility of increasing food prices due to an identity 
preservation system that would be needed to ensure that food is properly labeled and the integrity of the label 
protected. Overall my conclusion is that a mandatory labeling scheme would be best for our food system. 

 METHODS: 

To answer the question, should products containing genetic modification technology be labeled, I conducted a literature review of 
journals, newspaper and magazine articles, scientific studies, and editorials. The environmental and health concerns are the    
driving force behind the labeling movement which is why understanding how GMOs can impact both of these was very important 
to research. I used a few different studies focusing on the possible allergy and long term impacts of GMOs. These were used to 
demonstrate how our knowledge on this subject is still relatively new and not enough time has passed since GMOs were              
introduced into the food system to be able to rule out negative health impacts. I used Proposition 37, a ballot initiative in           
California to require mandatory labeling, to demonstrate the different sides of the labeling issue as well as to show current efforts 
being made to change legislation. A review of the improvements GMOs have made since their introduction was provided by The 
Union of Concerned Scientists which supported the claim that GMOs have not increased the maximum possible yields for crops 
but only helped counteract the yield losses attributed to pests, weeds, and  climate. I also used company statements on the         
labeling issue to show the perspectives of the corporations using GMOs in their products. To obtain the consumer perspective, 
multiple consumer studies were used to show the preference of non-genetically modified food compared to GMOs. The            
conclusion of my research is my opinion of what option is best to accommodate consumers and producers. 

Support Mandatory Labeling Against Mandatory Labeling 
Common Actors/organizations: 

 NGOs such as Greenpeace, Friends-of-the-Earth, and    
Action Aid 

 The ‘Label it Yourself’ campaign 

 Organic and Natural Farmers 

 

Argument: 

 GMOs pose a risk to human health and the environment. 

 The long term health impacts of GMOs are yet to be 
determined. 

 GMOs create a possibility of transferring genes     
causing allergic reactions to crops that do not         
normally have an allergen risk 

 The use of pesticides create ‘super weeds’ which    
create a resistance to herbicides used resulting in     
increased use and more chemical runoff into water 
systems 

 Consumers have a ‘right to know’ what is in their food. 

 GMOs have only made up for losses in yield due to pests, 
weeds and climate, but have not increased maximum   
potential yield. 

Common Actors/Organizations: 

 Biotech companies such as Monsanto 

 Food production corporations such as General Mills and 

PepsiCo 

 

Argument: 

 The FDA has approved the use of GMOs in food as long 

as they meet the safety standards 

 Mandatory labeling would create an unfair market             

advantage for certain companies. 

 It would increase food costs due to testing and identity 

preservation systems used to maintain the  integrity of 

the label 

 GM technology offers the ability to provide affordable 

food by increasing yields. 

 GMOs allow for easier management of pests and weeds, 

reducing production costs 

Picture Citations: 

Background—http://generationgreen.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Tomato-GMO-LARGE.jpg 

Warning—http://stuartbramhall.aegauthorblogs.com/files/2012/06/liy_gmo_9-300x300.png 

Non GMO—http://atavistnutrition.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/non-gmo-project-label-300x220.jpg 

Assorted labels for products containing GMO’s—http://thinkprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/GMO-label-shutterstock-300x228.jpg 

 CONCLUSION: 

Genetically modified foods have the possibility to increase operational yields and provide nutritional food to the public. 

However, the jury is still out in terms of health risks because not enough time has passed to effectively judge the impact 

on human health. GM technology has the possibility to negatively impact the environment by influencing the frequency 

of herbicide and pesticide application in addition to creating super-weeds that have herbicide resistance. Due to these 

possible health and environmental impacts, food products containing GM technology should have mandatory labels. The 

initial investment in an Identity Preservation system may be costly, but it is necessary to provide adequate information to 

consumers. 

This graphic is from the ‘Label it Yourself’ campaign, 
which has consumers put labels on products in stores 

 Identity Preservation 

 Labeling only works when the label is credible. In terms of labeling GMO’s in food, this requires that products need to 

be segregated  to ensure that a product is truly GMO-free throughout the entire process. To counteract this an identity 

preservation system would need to be created which is a set of procedures that ensure products do not comingle. Areas 

of concern for an identity preservation system are: 

 Production—both the production of the seeds and when the harvested crop is processed into food products. 

 Farming—keeping the harvest separate as well as preventing crops from pollinating with one another 

 Transportation—keeping shipments separate and tracking them through each delivery and pickup 

 Testing—shipments would need to be tested to ensure GM content and prevent fraud 


